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TAB ON LONGITUDINAL STABILITY OF AN AIRPLN!!E

By paul ~. Hunter and John P. Fieeder

SUM?dARY

Ik conjunction with a program of research on the
general problem of stability of airplanes in the climbing
condition, tests have been made of a spring-loaded tab,

l~s~rlng~ ‘ab~,betab was ~r~%edwhich. is referred to as a . “ installed on the
elevator of a low-wing scout bom-~er.
to deflect upward with decrease in spei~, which caused an
increase In the pull f’orcerequired to trim at low speeds
and thereby increased the stick-free static Iongltuc?inal
stability ~f t~.eairplane.

It was found that the sprln~y tab would increase the
stick-free stabillty in Ell flight conditi~ns, would
reduce the danger of inadvertent stalling because of the
definite pull force required to stall the airplane with
power on, would reduce the effect of’center-of-gravity
position on stick-free static stability, and would have
little effect on the elevator stick forces in accelerated
f11ght . Another advanta~e of the springy tab is that It
might be used to provide almost any dasired variation of
elevator stick force with speed by adjusting the tab
hinge-moment characteristics and the variatton of spring
moment with tab deflection. TJnlike the bungee and the
bobweight, the springy tab would provide stick-free
static stability without requiring a pull force to hold
the stick back while taxying. A davlce similar to the
springy tab may be used on the rudder .or,ailo.ronsto
eliminate undesirable trim-force variations with speed.

INTROI)UCTION

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
initiated a program of research on the general problem of
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stability at low speeds and yet does n~t affect the stick-
free stability at high speeds. This.device consists of’
a sying-loaded tab on the elsvator. This tab is arrainged
to dei’lectupward with respect to the elevator and.to
cause an increased pull farce for trim at low speeds. As
the speed is increased, the upward tab Geflectian, and
therefore rl-eincrement cf pull force, is decreased until
at hi~h speed the tah reaches a st~p In its neutral posi-
tian and ~s no further effect on the elevator forces.

A tab of %hla type, re2erre5 to herein as a ‘Ispringy
tsb,” was built and installed on the riLht elevator Qf a
low-wing scaut bomber. ~ight fli@t tests were made or
the airplane with the springy-ta5 installation. The data
obtained in these i’li.#.tsure cmnparad herein with data
previously obtained Ior the same uirplfme Vdtil the produc-
tion thb lacked.

APPARATUS

A side view of the airplane used in this investi~a-
tion is shown in figure 1. ~~ie~ro~uction r,oaels ~f the

airplane tested incorporate a tab on the rig:htelevahor
that is designed as a ?wlamhg tab but Is usually locked.
This tab was utll:zed ~ar the springy-tab installation.
The springy tab was statically and dynamically over-
balanced bymovi~ its hin~e llne rearward 0.2b.inch and
by adding wei~ht to its letiding ed~e. For the sprir&y-
tah installation, the elevator mass balunce was increased
to obtain tha original mass overbalance of the elevator.
A plan viex of the stabilizer, elevator, and tab is shown
in figure 2.

A s~ring fiasinstalled as shmwn in figure 3 to pra-
vide a moment about the tab hln:e line. Rhe link con-
necting the sprin~ to the tab was piv~ted on the tab at
a ?~int beb.ind the hi~e line so t-t the gradient of tab .
hinge moment with deflection could be made either stable
or unstable by adjusting the &eonetry of the system and
the spring characteristics. A small subtab was attached
to the trailing ed~e of the spi’i~y tab in order to adjust
the floating angle of the tab, and stops were provided to
limit the upward deflection of the springy tab to 21° and
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the.downward deflection to Oo. Photographs of the sprlngy-
. . tab installation are given as-figures “~.and ~: .Unless

otherwise noted, the variation of’springy-tab hinge wxnent
with springy-tab angle (as measured on the ground) wkc!as
shown in fi~mre 6 and tb.eangle of the subtab upward from
the springy-tab center line was approximately 6.50,

The relation between the elevator angle, measured
from the stabilizer, and the stick position Is shown in
figure 7. The friction in the elevator system is indi-

cated In figure 8 to be of the order of *2: pounds. The

airplane was fitted with a bobweight that required a
stick pull force of approximately 5 pounds. The bob-
weight, which was installed for the tests of the airplane
with the original tab and with the s~ringy tab, is a pro-
duction installation and had no effect on the relative
stability of the two configurations. Elevator an~le,
elevator st:ck farce, springy-tab un;le, velocitY,
acceleration, and time were detemd.ned from standard NACA
recording instl?UiiiOntS. Elev&tor angles were measured from
the stabilizer in all cases, The airspeed used tF~ou@l-
out, called ccrrect service indicated airspeed, IS the
airspeed that would be ~;iveil by a stsndurd AN airspeed
meter if it were ccnnected to a ~itat-sttitic system free
from positi~n error and is defined by

where

v~ s

f.

qc

correct service indicated airspeed, riles per hour

standard sea-level compressibility correction
factor .

messured difference between total and static
pressures corrected for pitot-static position
error, inches of water

The elevator-system mechanical advantage was changed
between the time that the tests of the airFlane with the
original tab and tk.etests of the airplane with the
springy tab weve made. The stick forces for the airplane

i.-,—
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tab, however, have been corrected to
mechanical advantage of the airplane

with tfiespringy tab Installed. –

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Static Longitudinal Stability

The first several flights were made to adjust the
characteristics of the springy tab to give the desired
effects on the static longitudinal stability. In these
fllghts, the speed ran~e over wldch the tab operated was
found to be too small and the friction in the tab system,
too large. These faults were corrected by adjusting the
tension in the spring, by adjusting the angle of’the
subtab, by chan:ing the position of’tunelink joint an the
tab, and by installing ball beari~-s in all moving joints
of the springy-tab system. Unless otherwise noted, the
data on static longitudinal stability are from flights
r.ade subsequent to these changes.

~ Figures 9(a), 10(a), n(a) and (b), and 12(a) show
the static longitudinal stability characteristics of the
airplane at both forward. and rearward center-of-gravity
nositions with the springy tab installed. The test fliGht

conditions are defined in table I. Colnparable dhta pre-
viously obtained wit-hthe airplane hati~ the orl.ginal
tab locked at zera deflection are shows in figures 9(’b),
10(b), 11(c) and (d), and 12(b). The stick-free stability
characteristics of the airplane ‘fliththe oriainal tab and
of the airplane l:~iththe sprine~ tab are compared in
figure 13 for the climbing and gliding conditions at the
resrward center-of-gravity position. I%e points indicated
as spat runs were obtained from short records taken while
the airplane was in equilibrium in a given i’light condi-
tion. The points designated continuous runs were read
from longer records during which the speed was slowly
decreased.

The effects of the springy tab an the static longi-
tudinal stability of the airplane as compared with the
effects of the original tab (figs. 9 to 13) may be
summarized as follows:

(1) The springy tab increksed the stick-ih?ee stability
in all flight conditions as manifested by larger negative
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slopes of the curves of elevator stick force against air-
speed. In power-on flight with the center-of-gravity

... ... position at approximately 32 p$rcent of the mean a6rody-
natic chord - a condition in which the airplane with the
wiginal tab had a large “degree of instability both stick
fixed and stick free - the variation of stick force with

, airspeed became “stable throughout the speed range. In
the power-off conditions, forcwhich the airplane with the
original. tab was stable, the ~11 forces required to trim
at lQW speed were increased by the springy tab to an
extent that was considered ”somewhat objectionable by the
pilots, although,the pull force never exceeded 30 pounds.
Some lightening of the pull force at the stall occurred
in cases in which the springy tab reached its r,axirmm
deflection a I-&wmiles per hour above the stalling speed
but stick-force reversal occurred~only in the landing
condition at the rearward center-of-gravity position.
Because the springy tab reached its stop at zero deflec-
tion at approxir.ately 290 miles per hour, the highest
speed of the springy-tab tests, it would be expected to
have .no effect on the stability at higher speeds.

(2) The springy tab tended to reach maximum deflec-
tion at a Gpeed near the stalling speed for all flight
conditions despite tke variation of stalling speed with
flight condition. The Increased dynamic pressure on the
tall in power-on conditions probably accounts for the
fact that the tab reached its maxkum def’lectlon at a
lower speed In these conditions.

(3) The Swiw’y tah reduced the effect OS center-of-
gravity posltlon on the stick-free static stability. The
curves of elevator stick force against airspeed, with the
springy tab installed, amost coincide In the low-speed
range at the two center-of-gravity positions tested. The
increased up-elevator deflections recluired for trim with
the r.ore-forward center-~f-gravity positions resulted in
smaller upward deflections of the tab beceuse of the &ero-
dynsmic hinge mo~ent, due to elevator deflection, acting
on the tnb.

()+)The stick-fixed static IonSitudinal stability
was slightly decreased by the action of..”thespringy.tab,
as”shown by the smaller up-elevatoy ,or larger down-
elevator deflections required for trb at low,speeds wibh
the “springy tab in operation.
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Dynamic Longitudinal Stahlli.ty

The results of the static-stability measurements
Indicated that the airplane with the springy tab installed
was stable with the stick free In all flight conditions.
For conditions in which a large amunt of stick-fixed
instability existed, it was considered desirable .to
investigate whether the airplane with the sprln~y tab
Installed would tend to return to its trim speed if the
speed were chan~ed sll~htly an<!the c,>rltrolstick released.
The results of bests made in the cl.%blng Mnt.gliding
conditions in which the stick was released at a speed
sll~htly above the trim f3pGed”&r0 given in figure ~. In
the climbing condition (fig. l~(a)), the airplane did not
tend to return to its trim speed but ?.nsteud the speeti
increased slightly at f’irst. The stable variation of
stick force wltn speed in this condition (fig. ~(a)) would
give a chanEe in sticl:farce of less than 2 po:nds for
this change in trim speed. This amount O: change in stick
~orce Is less than the friction in the elevat~r cantrol
system. The elevator therefora rez!ained essentially fixed
durin~ this r.aneuver and the initial divergence from the
trim speed was caused by the stick-1’ixed instability in
this flight condition. Some sli~ht up-alevator mGtion
occurred naar the end of the maneuver and prevented the
speed from continuing to increase; in fact, the speed
apparently began to decrease slightly.

In the gll”ling condition (fi.i:.l:;(b)), the airplane
initially tended to return to its trim spead. Th&t this
stable tendency was due largely to the action of the
sprln~y tab may be se~n from tha motion cd’the elevator .
when the stick was released, Tna airplane also had a
small amount of sti.ck-fixed stability in this ccmtition
(fig. lo(a)). Some lag in tliaaction of tiletab is
indicated in fiwwre ~(b) anZ may have been caused partly
by the small amount ~f friction in the tab system and
partl~ by the elevator”r.ction. ~e~ause the airpiane was
not in steady flight, the elevat~r m~les in tk.esetests
did not be~r the ssxe relation to Llrspeed as in the
static-stability tests (fig. id(a)). TY1e lti~in tl-le
action qf the tab ria~ h~ve caused the instability of’the
lon~-~erioti oscillation shown In this Fia-re.
bility Of

The sta-
tne oscillatlan for tha air~luna with the

original tab was not investigated. Since the character-
istics of the long-period oscillation huve been shown by
previous Investigations to have no correlation with tna
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handling qualities of’an airplane, the oscillation shown
in figure lb(b) ,1s not believed to be objectionable.. ..... ..... ...’- ....

The failure of the springy tab to cause the airplane
to tend to return to its trim speed when .dlsturbed, in
flight conditions in which the airplane was very unstable
with sticlkfixed, indicates”that this device cannot over-
come a deficiency in stlclc-fixed stability, at least net
with the sar.eamount of friction as was present in t-he
control system during these tests: The pilots did not
consider the clxmacteristics”,of the airplane to be satis-
factory for any flight condition in which it was unstable
with stick fixed, although they believed that the control
characteristics were inmmoved by the springy tab.

f)neadvantage of the snringy tab is the reduced
danger of inadvertent stalling. With the springy tab in
operation, a definite pull farce was required to stall
the airplane; whereas! with the criglnal tab, a large
nush force was required to prevent the stall in power-on
conditions.

The variation of elevater stick f’orce and sprir@y-
tab angle with norrr.alacceleration in turns at 196 miles
per h~ur is shown in fi~ure 15. CarLparaL~lec’atafor the
airplane with the original tab are Qvon in fi~ure 16.
The springy tab appeared to have little effect on the
elevator stick farces in accelerated fl~.gkt. For tha
syingy-tab system, the test results showed a sli~tly

lower slcpe of’the curve of elevator stick force with
normal acceleration at rearware center-d’-~r~~tity pcsl-
tions, e.smay be seen by comoarin~ figures 15 and 16.
The effect of the tab on the force per & normal accelera-
tion would be expected to be greater with the mare-f~rward
center-of-gravity nosit~ons because a lurger change in
elevator an~le would be required to produce a given accel-
eration and a Ereater tendency f~r the tab to i’lostdown
would exist. The sli~ht friction in the tab system may
have caused the .fllghtmeasurements to differ f’rom the
expected tendency.

- -- - -—. -... _A . .._

—— —
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Take-Offs

Time histories of take-offs of the airplane with a
forward center-of-gravity position are given in
figures 17(a) and (b) for the springy-tab installation
and far the original tab installation, respectively. The
time history of a take-off with a rearward center-of-
gravity position and the springy-tab installation is given
in i’igure 17(c). %’itb.the springy tab, the airplane was
said to exhibit a tendency to-wardautomatic take-off.
Several ‘ofthe pilsts stated that At the start of the
take-off the elevator nmved Aown and then at an airspeed
cf about 80 miles aer hour moved up of its own accord and
pulled the airplane off the ground. The action of the
springy tab that pr.sduced this tendency may be seen in
figures 17(a) and 17(c). At the stbrt cf the take-gff
the s~ringy tab was ut its maximum up deflection, which
produced a down-el~vator r.~ove.:~ent;at almut 7’3riles per
haur, the sprlna~ tab started to mve down and thereby
permitted the elevator to rove up. Comnarisan of the
elavator stick forces for the springy-tab installation
(fig. 17(a)) with those of the airplane with the original
tab (fig. 17(b)) shows the forces req~~lred for the uir-
plane with the springy tah to be less tkan those far the
airplane with the original tab. Approxi:lately one-half
as much push force was required with the s~ri~~y tab to
lift the tail off the ground although the town-elevator
deflections were greater ;Yith this ?.nstallatlon.

Trim-Porte Changes

All pilots who flew the uirplane witk: the springy
tab commented on the apparently large trim-force cha~~e
with power. This and other trim-force chunges are com-
pared in table 11 with those ror the airplane with the
original tab for speeds of’120 and 100 riles per hour.
These data were obtained DT trimming tiletiiralune first
in the climbtng condition ad. nakin.s successive changes
in configuration and then trimning in the landing conCi-
tlon and making successive chun~es in coni”lguration, with
records taken after Gach chanqe. The pull tortes required
to mainta~n tri:]ion closing the throttle with the flbps
up were considerably lar~er with the spri.~y tub installed
(table IT) . The push forces required, however, on applying
full power with the flaps down were smaller w~th the
sprin~~ tab installed. The smut of trim-tab deflection
for trim is greater by the amunt required to offset the
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effect of the springy tab at trim speed. The minimum,..
s“peedat”which the airplane with the springy tab could be
trimmed, when the rnaxlnum trim-tab deflection Is used in
the landing condition (fig. n(a)) at either center-of-
gravlty position and in the approach condition (Sig. n(b))
at the “forward center-of-gravity position, was rather
high, particularly in the land~ng condition. As shown in
figure n(a), a force of 22 pounds was required for trim
in the landing condition at 100 miles per hour, so the
trim forces shown in table II for this condition do nat
correspond to trim-force changes fror. a trirnned condition.
The data given for the airplane with the orlglnal tab
trimmed.at 100 miles ~er hour in the landing condition
were obtained by interpolation frcm unpublished data .t’or
an airplane of the sa~.etype as that of this investigation
because data for the airplane with the original tab were
not available.

Corl~arlson of Springy Tab with Other Ilevices

?raviding Stick-yree Sta”oillty

In a discussj.on of the springy tab, it night be
appropriate to cnmqare It ‘Nitii.otner devices used LO
inprovo sticic-free static lo~itudinal stabtlity. ~1ne
device l!sedfor this ~ljrp~sdis d S~I?i~& in the COntr.31

s~nteilthat exerts & ~mx:lentwhich tenl~st~ depress the
elevator. Although this device, c:dled the bungee, will
increase the stick-free stability, it -S disadvant~ges:
A pull i-orct? must be exerted by the pilot to hold the
stick back while taxying and ths hi@ push forces that
may be required in high-speed fli~ht would result in
excessive accelerations if the stick were released in an
out-of-trim dive. The same.disadvanta~es ap?ly to a bob-
wei.ght except tb-atit produces an additional increase of
stick force with an Increase in ngrmal acceleration, which
would prevent excessive accelerations in t~lismaneuver.
The springy tab will not cause any appreciable pull force
while taxying becaus,e the dynamic pressure on the tab at
taxying speeds is low. In addition, the sprin~y tab w1ll
not cause large push forces at high speed became it will
then be deflected to its neutral position.

Another advantage of the springy tah over the bungee
or bobweight Is that the stick-force characteristics may
be adjusted to obtain almst any desired elevator stick-
force variation with speed. This adjustment may be
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accomplished by changing the aerodynamic characteristics
of the tab, the spring moment at zero tab deflection, and
the variation of the moment exerted by the spring with
tab deflection. A force increment of almost any value
can be applied at any part of the speed range of the air-
plane. The variation of’M.nge mo.nent with deflection far
the Initial springy-tab configuration is shown In fi~ure 18.
The static loi~itudlnal stability characterlstica of the
airplane with the initial springy-tab configuration befare
the changes indicated on page 4 were made are shown in
figure 19. A comparison of .~i~nu’e19 with figure 9(a)
shows the wide variation of elevator stick-force churac-
terlstlcs ~btained with the sprindy tab for the cha~e in
hinge moment Detween that sh~wn in fiSure 1~ ant til~t

shown in ~igure 6. It should be noted tlwita lar~e
increase in stick-free stability in the low-speed range,
where adverse effects of power tireusually .gretitest,m-ay
be obtained without greatly aff’ectlng the stability at
higher speeds b~ the use of a variation uf s~ring moment
with tab deflection in which the snring moment that tends
to move the tab upward ii~creasesffx’ the larger up-tab
deflections .

secause a springy tab may be used to adjust tile
control-force variation with speed within wide limits, it
can be used on the rudder cr ailerons to eliminate
undesirable trim-force changes with speed.

~Wom flight, tests to determine the effect of a
sgrlng-loaded Lab on tke lon&ltuc?inal stability charac-
teristics of a low-wing scout bomber, the following con-
clusions were reached:

1. Compared with the original tab installation the
sprir~y tab increased the stic!!c-freestability in :Lll
flight conditions as manifested by the lar~er ne~ative
slapes of the curves of elevatar stick force aEtilnst air-
speed. In the climbing condition at a rearward. center-
of-gravity position - a condition in which the uirplune
with the original tab showed stick-free instability
throughout the speed range - the airolane with the suringy
tab exhibited satisfactory stick-force variation with
speed.
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2. The pilots did not consider the characteristics
of the airplane to be satisfactory for any flight ccndi-
tion in which..it-.was-unstable with stick fixed, alth~u~h
they believed that the control characteristics were
improved by the springy tab.

3. The springy tab reduced the danger of inadvertent
stalling because of the definite pull f’orcerequired to
stall the airplane with power on.

4..The springy tab may be used to provide almost any
desired variation cf elevator stick force with speed by
adjusting the tab hinge-m~ment characteristics and the
variation of spring moment with tab deflection.

5. The springy ttibtended to reach maximum deflection
e.ta sneed near the stalling speed for all flight concii-
tions ~esplte the variatian of stalling speed with flight
condition.

6. The spri~gy tab reduced the effect OF center-.~f-
gravity pa~itian on st~ck-free atatlc stability.

7. The stick-fixed static l~ngitudinal stability was
slightly decreased by the actian af the spri~y tab.

8. The sprl.~y t~b l,a~little ef’feeton the elevutor
stick forces in accelerated flig:ht.

9. Pull forces required to :wintai.n trim sn closlng
the throttle with flaps up were co~siderably lsr~cr ivith
the sgrlngy tab Installed than with the ori@nal configu-
ration. The push forces required, hwever, on applyin~
full power with flaps down were smaller with the srringy
tab installed.

-—.—



TABLE I

AIRPLANE CONFIGURATIONS FOR TEST FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Power

Condition Manifold=ressure Landing Front cowl
Engine speed

(h60H;tft
Flaps

(rpn)
gear hood flaps

Climbing 2)+00 38 up I up Closed Closed

Gliding Power off’ Power off up

L

up Closed Closed

Landing Po*weroff Pcwferoff Down Down Open Closed

Approach 2)+00 21 ~ down Down Open Closed

Wave-off ‘ ~oo 38 Down Down Open Open

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONiiUTICS

. .



Powor I
~ngine ~pea~ Mtifold Pr-ure l.,andiq

(rpn) (lnnoH:t;t gear

2W313*

I

38 I up
Wwcr off up

Power off Power off Eown

Power I

~wlne speed Manifold preesure ~ndi~

(rpn) (i;60H:t;t gear

Power off Poweroff D3wn

400 21 D3wn

2400 38 Imwn
21+00 38 up

~o”y~ff
38 up
38 up

Power off up

Flaps

up
up
up
Ikwn
Down
Down
.
$ dowr

FlaPa

D3wn

~ dowr

Down
Down
up
up
up

Front
hood

closed
Cloeec
Closet
Closet
Op*n
Open

Open

—

Front
hod

Open

Open

Open
Open
open
Cloaec
Cloaoc

TABLE II

TRIM-FORCE CHAN13ES

Stick force, lb

120 mph 100 mph

cowl Airpl~O with Airplane with Airplane with Airplane with

flaps SpriUgy tab original tab springy tab original tab

Trim tab, 10.80; Trim tab, 2.8°; Trim taD, 15°; Trim tab, 5.20;
e.g.poeitiora,26.7e.g.poeitlon, 27.0 e.g. pos~~~on, 26.6e.g.Ws;:;on,25.4

(1) (1)

;losed
y::: 2J:{E::

;losed 20.0 pull
:losed 19.5pull
Open 2.5push

;losedl 9.0pull

to1 .5pull 24.0°Pull ll.o”pull
i .0 pull 25.5 PU1l 15.5pull
12.5 pUII 20.0 pull
9.5pull

9.5 pull
21.0 pull 10.0pull

2.0 pull 4.5push 5.0 push

F L20
cowl Airplano with

flaps sprln&y tab

‘Trimtab, 15°;
C.g. Poa~::on, 26.5

;loaed o
;losed .5pull

Open 10.5 ~sh
Open 10.5 push
Open 9.0 push
Open
;loaed 18:; %:

stick force, lb

~
1

0 22.0 pull o
4.5Push 9.5pull -------------------
22.5push 1.0 push 25.5 push
22.5push 5:;w;
20.5 push

29.0 push
26.0push

20.5push 25.0push
------------------- i; ;::’ -------------------

z
o
.

r’
m
H

No

lTrlm-tab
are in

deflections are in direction for ma. up and e.g. positions
percent mean aerodynamic ctmrd.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COKMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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Side view of the low-wing scout
bomber

Figure l.-
used in the investigation.
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Figure 2.- Plan view of the stabilizer, elevator, and tab used in the te6t~,
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Figure 3.- Diagramof the springy-tabtest installation.
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Figure 4.- Uncovered springy-tab mechanism
installed on the elevator.
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Figure 5.- Springy-tab mechanism as covered
for’ flight.
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Figure 6.- Variat ion of springy-tab hinge moment with
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Fig. 7 NACA ARR No. L5120
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Figure 8.- Elevator stick force required to move
elevator slowly (as measured on the ground).
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Fig. 9a NACA ARR No. L5120
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(a) Airplane with springy tab ir,stalled on elevator.
Figure 9.- Static longitudinal stability characteristics in

the climbing condition.
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Figure 10.- Static longitudinal stability characteristics in

the gliding condition.
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Fig. 12a NACA ARR No. L5120
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Figure 12.- Static longitudinal stability characteristics in

the wave-off condition.
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Fig. 13 NACA ARR NO, L5120
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Figure 18.- Variation of sptingy-tab hinge moment with
springy-tab angle as measured on the ground for the
initial springy-tab configuration.
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